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The COVID-19 pandemic is making it more difficult for millions of students to access and afford higher education. But even before the pandemic, in a period with high employment, the gap between what students can earn and the total costs of their education made it difficult for today’s community college students to pay their way through school. According to the Center on Workforce Development at Georgetown University, most students work in sales and food-service jobs that pay only about $15,800 annually – enough to cover community college tuition but not enough to cover the rest of their needs, including housing, childcare, and textbooks, all of which pose significant – and potentially insurmountable – obstacles for students in completing their studies. These hurdles are not only limited to community college students; the difficulties of covering college costs are just as true for university students.

College Promise programs are a crucial means to help address this challenge. These programs typically consist of efforts that offer recent high school graduates a scholarship paying up to 100 percent of tuition and fees at postsecondary institutions, lifting that burden and allowing students’ limited resources to be redirected toward living expenses and out-of-pocket costs.

These programs have had success in delivering greater access to higher education but can be strengthened further by incorporating solutions that address other student needs.

One such solution is Open Education Resources (OER) – freely available, openly licensed textbooks, videos, interactives, and primary source material for individual courses and even entire degree programs – to both offset the cost of textbooks, and to introduce more dynamic teaching and relevant course materials. Some community colleges and College Promise programs are already taking steps to incorporate these free resources, and research indicates that this can save full-time
community college students a significant portion of the $700 to $1,300 per year they pay for textbooks [1], the costs for which have increased by 73 percent since 2006 – more than four times the rate of inflation. With the cost of an individual textbook reaching $200, $300, or even $400 per book [2], half of community college students report using financial aid for books compared to 28 percent of students at four-year public institutions [3]. As a result, “Last dollar” Promise programs, which provide funding only after the sources of aid as Pell Grants are exhausted, limit opportunities for community college students to use financial aid to cover textbook costs in many places [4]. When students turn to loans to pay for books, interest and other fees only add to the disproportionate impact of textbook costs on low-income students, which in turn contribute to other affordability issues, including housing and food insecurity.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, more than one-quarter (27 percent) of community college students report dropping out of one or more classes because they cannot afford the textbooks [5]. Nearly half of all college students report that textbook prices impact which and how many courses they can take, and two-thirds say they have skipped buying a textbook because of cost [6].

A growing number of institutions – and some Promise Programs – are recognizing the impact of textbook costs on access and attainment. Introducing the use of OER represents a significant opportunity to magnify the impact of these efforts while affirming their institutions’ commitment to affordability, access, and quality.

**Open Educational Resources**

As the Internet has made free, always-available access to information became the norm across many sectors. Yet, legacy publishing models continue to constrain higher education, imposing high costs on institutions and students.

OER addresses this issue by allowing institutions and faculty members to adopt,
modify, and freely distribute to students a wide range of learning resources, including textbooks and full courses. Unlike the freely available materials on the Internet, OER are licensed under specific legal terms that allow their downloading, editing, and sharing to better serve all students. Many are created under rigorous editorial and peer-review guidelines, and OER libraries allow faculty to review and contribute to existing materials [7]. OER adoption is growing rapidly throughout higher education. Thirteen percent of college faculty used OER as required course material in 2018, up from 5 percent in 2016 [8]. Growing numbers of colleges are introducing Z-degree programs, built around low or no-cost OER textbooks and other resources.

A $9.8 million initiative managed by Achieving the Dream, a national community college reform network, is working with 38 community colleges in 13 states to support deeper implementation and sustainability of OER across degree pathways that ATD will make available to other colleges nationwide. Funding for the initiative comes from a variety of funders [9].

In addition, adoption is being supported by policy and legislation. More than half of all states have considered OER legislation in recent years, including grants and funding for OER adoption and training, support for zero textbook cost degrees, the creation of commissions or task forces to study OER implementation, and including OER within broader textbook cost/college affordability initiatives [10].

Increasingly, states have acknowledged that addressing textbook costs is an important part of their broader College Promise and education affordability efforts. For example, under the same budget that established the Excelsior Grant program for nearly 1 million New York students [11], the Governor apportioned $8 million for furthering the use of OER at state campuses. Following concerns that their tuition-focused “TOPS Grants” were leaving some students behind [12], the legislature in Louisiana has required state institutions to develop plans to introduce OER on campus. Policymakers in Hawaii, Minnesota, Rhode Island, California, and a number of other states have created parallel OER and College Promise programs – which would undoubtedly benefit from greater coordination [13].

At the federal level, Congress provided financial support for OER for the first time in 2018 and 2019 with $10 million in grants. The Affordable College Textbook Act, which was introduced in both houses of the 115th and 116th Congress following earlier bills introduced in 2009, 2010, 2013, and 2015, if passed, would provide ongoing funding and policy measures supporting OER adoption.

OER and Community Colleges

OER represent an important part of efforts to improve access and attainment at community colleges. Given that students recognize the importance of textbooks – 94 percent say they recognize that doing without them jeopardizes their academic
A study conducted by Achieving the Dream found that students at nearly 40 institutions are saving between $66 and $121 per course by using OER materials. De Anza College in California estimates it has saved its students more than $3 million by using just one OER text in one statistics course since 2008. Tidewater Community College in Virginia reduced overall student costs in its OER-focused Z-Degree programs by 25 percent and concluded it could increase institutional revenue by $100,000 annually through increased retention rates by converting more programs to OER.

A survey conducted by Leeward Community College in Hawaii found that 80 percent of students felt they performed better in courses with OER. The college also has saved students more than $1 million in textbook costs since 2017 by adopting OER materials, complementing the Power of You Initiative that makes the first two years of college tuition-free for graduates of Minneapolis and St. Paul public high schools.

Community colleges across the nation report significant cost savings and improvements in student outcomes from the use of OER. Among them:
- A study conducted by Achieving the Dream found that students at nearly 40 institutions are saving between $66 and $121 per course by using OER materials.
- De Anza College in California estimates it has saved its students more than $3 million by using just one OER text in one statistics course since 2008.
- Tidewater Community College in Virginia reduced overall student costs in its OER-focused Z-Degree programs by 25 percent and concluded it could increase institutional revenue by $100,000 annually through increased retention rates by converting more programs to OER.
- A survey conducted by Leeward Community College in Hawaii found that 80 percent of students felt they performed better in courses with OER.

An analysis of more than 25 research studies has shown that students using OER do as well as or better than those using traditional textbooks and other materials and that the vast majority of faculty and students who have used both believe OER are of equal or higher quality. Individual studies also suggest that Pell-eligible students may see outsize improvements in end-of-course grades and decreased failure and withdrawal rates.

**Getting Started with OER**

Just as Promise programs reflect the context of their state and local environments, OER implementation may look very different from institution to institution. Stakeholders can explore the potential benefits of OER adoption by:
- Investigating OER policies in your state, which may include statewide
coordinating councils, libraries or repositories, grant programs that can support OER creation and adoption, resources for course and program conversions to OER, regulations about labeling no or low-cost courses in course descriptions or registration materials, and research or feasibility studies. The state policy tracker in the resources below may serve as a starting point.

- Because faculty have the ability to adapt and tailor materials to meet local learning objectives, OER are particularly well suited for community colleges, whose missions are focused on meeting their specific regional workforce and learning needs. The collaborative process of curating and adapting OER materials for local needs also empower faculty, improving teaching and learning within institutions.
- Identifying – or creating – grant programs and funding opportunities to support institutional and faculty pilots of OER materials. Connecting administrators and faculty to other institutions and organizations supporting OER adoption, such as the Community College Consortium for Open Educational Resources (see resources).
- Educating administration, faculty, students, and other stakeholders about OER and its benefits by holding workshops, presenting faculty awards, and inviting OER experts to present on campus.
- Ensuring that OER materials are accessible for students with disabilities.

**Expanding the Promise of College for All**

If we are to realize the vision of the College Promise, we have to reduce student costs and make elements of the college experience affordable for all. By increasing access and the quality and relevance of learning resources, OER represents an important part of that process. It also brings with it the potential of energizing faculty and students, helping to improve teaching, learning, and ultimately outcomes at every institution.

**OER RESOURCES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community College Consortium for Open Educational Resources</th>
<th>SPARC OER State Policy Tracker</th>
<th>#GoOpen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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